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Light Weight Carbon Fiber Spars for Foam Park Flyers
Gerry Alvey
Many of the existing crop of light weight foam airplanes use
strapping tape to reinforce the wing. While this does add
considerable strength to the wings they dont have any real
spars. Consequently if you perform aerobatics the wing might
need to be stiffer to prevent unwanted flexing. There are a
number of ways to accomplish this; heres a way that doesnt add
much weight and can be done fairly easily after the plane has
been constructed.
Were going to route a thin
groove in the wing and lay
in some carbon fiber tape
with 30 minute epoxy. You
can get carbon fiber tape

and that the airplane is held so it wont move. Place the one
edge of the router base on the tip on the wing; the other edge of
the router base should contact the edge guide you taped to the
wing. Turn the router on and begin moving the router along the
wing. Keep the router base flat against the wing, otherwise the
groove wont be a uniform depth.
SAFETY NOTE: After youve gone as far as you can turn off
the router and remove it from the wing. Dont get your fingers
or anything you want to preserve near the router bit if its still
moving!
There should now be a nice uniform groove in the wing. If its
not uniform in depth, go over it again.

from most hobby shops and mail
order outfits. Size the tape to the
size and wt of the plane. ¼ by
.004 is about as small as you
want to go;
I use two
thicknesses
of this size
for planes up to 16oz or so. Use wider
tape or more thicknesses if you need more
stiffness. If you already have an appropriate router you can skip this section. If you
dont have a small router, check the harbor Freight catalog. They
have a Cutout Tool (pn 42831) that normally costs about $30 but
goes on sale frequently for $20. Its a deal!

Get out the
carbon fiber tape
and smooth
it flat. Mix up
some 30 epoxy and lightly
spread some
the entire length
of
the
groove. Place
the carbon fiber tape in the groove and use a scrap piece of balsa
to press it down into the epoxy. Now put more epoxy over the
top of the carbon fiber tape and press it down again. Put a little
more epoxy over the top of the tape and dont worry if you get a
little too much on. The final step is to take another piece of balsa
(or an old credit card, or anything with a straight edge) press
down on the wing over the tape/epoxy and scrape off any excess
epoxy. Leave everything be overnight and if youve done it
correctly the wing should look something like this:

While youre at it get a cheap ¼  shaft router bit with a diameter slightly larger than the carbon fiber tape you will be using.
I got a 3/8 bit and I use ¼ wide carbon fiber tape.

Heres a closer view:

If you have any tape on the wing, remove it. Next take a straight
edge and mark a line on the wing where you want the spar to go.
After you
have marked the
wing, tape
some sort of a
straight
edge guide to the
wing. I use
a piece of ¼
balsa sheet
and taped it to the
wing with
regular masking
tape. Be sure to offset the edge guide half the width of the router
base ( 1 3/16 for the Harbor freight tool). This will put the
router bit right on the line. Set the depth of the router bit to
about 1/16. Check everything to make certain the edge guide is
firmly attached to the wing and is in the right place because you
cant undo the groove if its in the wrong position.
Make sure the wing is firmly supported along its entire length

This method adds
amount
of
stiffness to foam
doesnt get old
unstuck like the
tape. So far Ive
on one surface of
I plan to do it top
next time for a rewing.
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